Smoluchowski equation approach for quantum Brownian motion in a tilted periodic potential.
Quantum corrections to the noninertial Brownian motion of a particle in a one-dimensional tilted cosine periodic potential are treated in the high-temperature and weak bath-particle coupling limit by solving a quantum Smoluchowski equation for the time evolution of the distribution function in configuration space. The theoretical predictions from two different forms of the quantum Smoluchowski equation already proposed-viz., J. Ankerhold [Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 086802 (2001)] and W. T. Coffey [J. Phys. A 40, F91 (2007)]-are compared in detail in a particular application to the dynamics of a point Josephson junction. Various characteristics (stationary distribution, current-voltage characteristics, mean first passage time, linear ac response) are evaluated via continued fractions and finite integral representations in the manner customarily used for the classical Smoluchowski equation. The deviations from the classical behavior, discernible in the dc current-voltage characteristics as enhanced current for a given voltage and in the resonant peak in the impedance curve as an enhancement of the Q factor, are, respectively, a manifestation of relatively high-temperature nondissipative tunneling (reducing the barrier height) and dissipative tunneling (reducing the damping of the Josephson oscillations) near the top of a barrier.